
Writing at 
Holmer Lake

Being a confident writer allows us to share and
communicate our thoughts and ideas with
those around us and the rest of the world.

At Holmer Lake, we teach writing every day.
We learn to write lots of different genres
(styles of writing) from narratives (stories) and
poems to non-chronological reports
(information texts) and balanced arguments
(debates).

Spellings

Challenge time!
Complete one of the Writing at Home

tasks and share it on Seesaw! 

You will win 10 house points for taking
part!

Writing at Home...
There are lots of opportunities
to practise writing at home!

Here are just a few ideas:

A shopping list
Holiday postcards
A song
Letters
A diary

Did you know that your child's reading diary has
important spellings for each year group? These are
useful to use when your child is practising their
spellings.



Wonderful
Writers at Holmer

Lake! 

56W

6M

RMW

3N

2W

Class RMW love Drawing Club! They
have been reading and writing about

‘The Hungry Caterpillar’...

Class 1P have been reading ‘The Journey Home’ by Steve Anthony. They
have been writing diary entries about the polar bear.

1P

In Class 5J, they have been writing a
settinf description using ‘The Lion, the

Witch and the Wardrobe.’ as their
inspiration!

5J

4L

“the butrifligh (butterfly) has lots of
igns (wings). the katpillar is sked

(scared).

by Joshua

“People will never stop chopping trees and the ice will never stop
melting. The cities will never growing and the hunt will never stop for

the orangutang.”

by Kofi

“Feeling behind her for the back of
the wardrobe, she felt a needle like
jab in the centre of her palm. The
beautiful scent of icy pine on the

frozen, icy branches was getting in
Lucy’s way.”

          by Riley

“To conclude, I believe you should choose Sparta over Athens
because Athens will not protect you but we will. If you don’t,
you’re risking being invaded and killed and your posessions

probably taken away.

by Chloe

Sieve the flour carefully into a
large bowl.
Break two eggs slowly in to the
bowl with the flour.
Beat the mixture swiftly but
stop when there are no lumps.

by Carson

In Class 2W, they have been
writing instructions on how to

make pancakes!

“I am writing to you for the sole
reason of improving our forest

school area. With a grant, we can
build a shelter and buy lots of

equipment to support children with
their outdoor learning.”

by Dorita

In Class 56W, they have been writing
a persuasive letter about improving

our forest school area...

In Class 6M, they have been inspired by the
video of ‘Francis.’

“Quetico Park (on the border of
Minnesota, Canada) is a million-acre
reserve and it is like home to me; I go

there every Summer. This place feels so
familiar.

by Tyler

In Class 3N, they have been writing a persuasive speech to
convince people to live in Athens, not Sparta!

Welcome to Athens, the most powerful city state in the world!
I am here to show you it’s the best place in the world, it’s a

safe, wonderful place to live in.

In Class 4L, they have been writing a persuasive speech to
convince people to live in Sparta, not Athens!


